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THE TRUE CHARACTER 
OF GOD 

THE science taught in these lessons 
is founded on .Spirit. Spiritual 
science is truly scientific, unlike 

the ever changing facts of the intellec-
tual sciences, which are based on appear-
ances. It is the one true science and 
it does not change. All who are in Spirit 
universally accept it; but before one can 
understand it he must be in Spirit, for 
the things of God are spiritually dis-
cerned. 
"There is a spirit in man, 

And the breath of the Almighty giveth 
them understanding." 

To this spiritual understanding we make 
our appeal. 

It is not necessary that one's spiritual 
nature be awakened before one begins 
the study of spiritual science. One's 
consciousness is quickened by the word 
of Truth, and if these lessons are studied 
faithfully, the living word of Truth that 
is in them will enter into one's mental-
ity, and will quicken the understanding. 

The very foundation of all Truth is 
right understanding of God. Every one 
has some idea of a being who is supreme. 
This idea is often very indefinite, and 
many persons would have difficulty in 
expressing it. Ask yourself to state def-
initely what God is to you, or what your 
idea of Him is. 

The childish concept of God as a large, 
powerful man seated on a throne far 
away is dissipated when spiritual under-
standing illumines the consciousness. 
Jesus said, "God is Spirit." Divine Mind 
and Spirit are virtually the same. If 
you know about mind, you know about 
Spirit, or God. We perceive that the 
whole universe is moved by one imma-
nent intelligence and power. Realizing 
that God is the omnipotent mind, we 
have a principle that will work out a 
philosophy that will answer every ques-
tion that we ask. 

People sometimes say: "God as prin-
ciple seems cold and abstract. Is there 
no personal God?" When we under-
stand and realize that God as Spirit is 
individualized in man, the abstract con-
cept gives way to an indwelling, con-
crete identity that seems personal but 
has none of the limitations of person-
ality. God is not a personality in the 



sense of being in any way apart from 
man's own self. Anything is personal 
when it is one's own possession. God is 
personal to you when you become aware 
of this Father-Mind, or Christ mind, 
within you and turn to it as your coun-
selor, guide, and friend. God is to you 
whatever you conceive Him to be, and 
if your concept of God is as of a power 
above and away from His people, this 
concept will bring you unpleasant ex-
periences. When you learn the essential 
nature of God through becoming ac-
quainted with Him in your mind, the 
Christ mind, when you learn that God 
is wisdom, is love, is power, is good, then 
you will produce experiences of wisdom, 
love, and goodness. Jesus so fully rec-
ognized and acknowledged this presence 
and power that He could say, "I and 
the Father are one" and "He that hath 
seen me hath seen the Father." God 
is individualized in each one as inspira-
tion, life, strength, wisdom, power, and 
love, any good of which you can con-
ceive. To know God in this personal 
way, get very still: withdraw your at-
tention from everything in the outer and 
direct it Avithin you, centering it near 
your heart. Then repeat, quietly and 
confidently, "Thou only," knowing that 

you are speaking to the Father within 
you, and you will feel His loving, quick-
ening presence. You will find that you 
are not alone and that God is not a mere 
cold, abstract principle, too far away to 
be touched with loving compassion for 
you; you will find that He is near you, 
even within you, loving you more than 
earthly parents love their offspring. 
"Closer is He than breathing, and nearer 
than hands and feet." 

The realization that God is principle 
forms a sure foundation for faith. It is 
the assurance that the everlasting arms 
of Being are ever present to support; 
that perfect, unchanging law directs the 
whole universe. The Father of lights 
is the steadfast Spirit with "whom can 
be no variation, neither shadow that is 
cast by turning." God as principle is 
the unchangeable life, love, substance, 
and intelligence of Being. Principle 
does not occupy space, nor has it any 
limitations of time or so-called matter; 
it eternally exists as the one underlying 
source or cause out of which all that is 
proceeds. 

Divine law is without variation. It is 
never changed to suit the convenience 
of man but is "the same yesterday and 
to-day, yea and for ever." When man 



understands this law and conforms to 
it, then "all things are possible." 

You will note from the foregoing that 
there are two phases of Principle: the 
passive, or essence, which we designated 
as the "Source," and from which every-
thing proceeds, the great reservoir of un-
expressed good, the mind substance in 
which all ideas inhere; and there is also 
the active phase, the law, the "Cause," 
that which is the rule or the working 
power that produces the results. A par-
allel may be found in the principle of 
mathematics or of music. The science of 
numbers, or arithmetic, is probably the 
simplest part of the principle of math-
ematics. The principle or foundation 
of arithmetic is the unit. All numbers 
proceed from the unit and are related 
to it and to one another according to the 
value of each. The value of a number 
forever remains the same, and three 
never can be the same value as six nor 
can six ever be the same value as nine. 
A simple illustration of principle looked 
at as rule or law is that 2 x 3 is 6. If 
you know the value of your numbers, 
then wherever you use this rule or law 
you may know that the result will be the 
same regardless of whether it applies to 
apples, horses, stars, or dollars. Then 
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as an outer symbol of the numbers we 
use figures. The figures themselves 
have no value; they are simply a form 
we use to symbolize values. 

God as principle is the one infinite 
mind in which all ideas inhere, the unit, 
the essence, the substance that is the 
beginning, the origin, the foundation of 
all that is. When we read in the 1st chap-
ter of Genesis, "In the beginning God," 
beginning has nothing to do with time 
but has reference to the primordial sub-
stance from which everything proceeds. 
Just as we study the principle of math-
ematics and learn the value of the num-
bers in it, so is it necessary to study 
what we term the attributes of God, or 
those ideas that inhere in the primordial 
substance, and become acquainted with 
their character. Scientists are discov-
ering that all things in the so-called ma-
terial universe function according to law 
and order. The same is true in the spir-
itual universe. God as principle is that 
fundamental truth or law from which all 
other laws or principles proceed, and 
which from the beginning is of God's 
very nature, good. The supreme cre-
ative Spirit that we call God includes, 
as of His very nature, fundamental laws 
or principles by which He works; and 



these never change. God as principle 
is impersonal in His action of producing 
an effect for every cause. You may 
study the principle of mathematics un-
til like Einstein and others you may be-
come a wizard at unfolding and solving 
its intricacies; you may become so fa-
miliar with its quantities and magni-
tudes and the laws governing their ac-
tion that you are able to do anything 
with it. Mathematics then becomes such 
a personal thing to you that it reveals to 
you the answer to any mathematical 
problem. 

Through prayer, concentration, and 
meditation, through associating with the 
ideas that are inherent in this mind sub-
stance that we call God, you may be-
come so familiar with their character 
and value on the subjective side of your 
being that God as principle will do any-
thing for you. When you know spirit-
ual values and spiritual laws, you will 
know just how to relate, interrelate, ap-
portion and make righteous use of di-
vine ideas and work wonders in handling 
any situation that arises in life. Since 
God is principle, and since principle as 
essence is the absolute good, then prin-
ciple as law or governing power is the 
creating or working of absolute good in 

all parts of Being. Not until you have 
consciously woven these principles into 
your human consciousness will you al-
ways be sure of your results. The un-
folding of the knowledge or conscious-
ness of principle is an individual matter. 

We shall study the One Almighty God 
as principle, as mind. Different nations 
and religions have different names for 
this One, whom they recognize as su-
preme. The Christian calls Him God; 
the Jew, Jehovah; the Hindu, Brahma; 
the Mohammedan, Allah. Some stu-
dents call Him First Cause. This sounds 
abstract, and may be unsatisfying to 
you unless you know also that this Cause 
is absolute good and that it is manifest 
in the least as well as in the greatest 
of its creations. God is all-pervading 
Spirit, the life and intelligence permeat-
ing the whole universe. Immanent 
means "indwelling." God immanent in 
the universe means God dwelling in and 
revealing Himself through forms; 
means God pervading all and satisfy-
ing the realm of manifestation, the realm 
known to the five senses. God tran-
scendent is absolute, unbounded Spirit, 
but God immanent is Spirit dwelling 
within the form. "For God so loved the 
world, that he gave his only begotten 



Son," this immanent Spirit, to every liv-
ing form. Every form of manifestation 
owes its existence to this indwelling God, 
and every human form can only achieve 
immortality as it is lifted up and trans-
muted by this saving and redeeming God 
that dwells in and operates through it. 
Paul clearly sets forth the revelation 
of God both transcendent and immanent 
in these words: "Over all, and through 
all, and in all." "In him we live, and 
move, and have our being." 

We should earnestly seek to know the 
all-pervading, omnipresent One. God 
is Mind, and when we clearly discern 
the science of God-Mind we shall solve 
all the mysteries of creation. If Spirit 
and mind are synonymous, we can readi-
ly see that there is no great mystery 
about spiritual things, for they are not 
far removed from our daily thoughts 
and experiences. The text "Know ye not 
that ye are a temple of God, and that 
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?" sim-
ply means that God dwells in us as our 
mind dwells in the body. God creates 
and moves creation through the power 
of mind; and the highest manifestation 
of God-Mind on this planet has built for 
itself "a temple of the living God." This 
creative idea immanent in man has built 
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from universal substance a form 
through which this individualization of 
God is manifesting itself. Through our 
mind we shall find God and do His will, 
for God dwells in man as I AM, Jehovah 
God, the superconscious or Christ mind, 
as the cause and ruler over the body, its 
earthly temple. 

To know God as principle helps us to 
understand many things about Him that 
we cannot conceive when we think of 
Him as personality. For instance, if 
we know Him as principle we can read-
ily see how He can be omnipresent. The 
principle of mathematics is everywhere 
present. Any one anywhere can use it, 
and though all people were using it at 
the same time there would be no lack 
of it, no friction, no discord because of 
the many who were using it to work 
problems. All would receive its full 
benefit as wholly and as freely as would 
one, even were he the only one using it. 

To know God as Mind helps us to un-
derstand omniscience. Science implies 
orderly knowledge, knowledge that is 
systematic and arranged with reference 
to general principles that are interre-
lated and interactive. Omniscience is 
all orderly knowledge. God, Divine 
Mind, embraces all knowledge and un-
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derstanding and is the origin of all ideas, 
the source of every expression of true 
intelligence. God is the one indivisible 
Mind, the only Mind. Mind is the es-
sence, the substance, in which ideas live 
and move and have being, just as fishes 
live and move and have being in water. 
Mind is wholly immaterial and is all-
pervading ; it is the ever-renewing ocean 
of life whose seed is in itself. God-
Mind cannot be separated or divided; 
hence it is not correct to say that man's 
mind is a part of Divine Mind, because 
this implies separation. Man has con-
sciousness in Divine Mind. The expres-
sions of mind that have consciousness in 
Divine Mind manifest only bits of its 
knowledge, so that judging from the 
world of sense it would seem as though 
there were myriads of minds, each with 
its own knowledge. Intelligence in in-
dividuals is mind expressing itself as 
consciousness; all knowledge, wisdom, 
and understanding are expressions of 
ideas in the one Mind pressing forth 
through different channels according to 
the capacity of the channel through 
which they are coming forth. When 
man thinks that he has a mind separate 
from God-Mind he builds a state of con-
sciousness that is adverse to Truth; the 
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Scriptures call this adverse state the Ad-
versary, or Satan. 

Mental laws are being discovered and 
studied as never before in the world's 
history, but those who are investigat-
ing nature and her laws simply from 
the intellectual and physical viewpoints 
must fall short of complete understand-
ing, because they fail to trace all things 
back to the causing Mind. The objects 
we see in nature are but the symbols of 
ideas. Mind has ideas, and there is an 
idea back of everything that appears. 
To deal with nature effectively one has 
to discover what particular idea is mani-
festing itself and deal with the idea. 
Studying nature alone, one finds appar-
ently contradictory laws in operation; 
studying ideas, learning their character 
and their right relation one to another, 
one finds harmony and gains true knowl-
edge. He is able to comprehend the 
creation of the Almighty by grasping the 
ideas in Divine Mind. This is what is 
meant by studying mind back of nature. 
Man is the offspring of God, or Divine 
Mind; he is God's idea of Himself, and 
as such is capable of comprehending the 
one Mind from which he springs, and is 
never for an instant separated from all 
the ideas of Divine Mind. He has only 



to open his consciousness to receive 
whatever understanding he requires. 
Man is created in the image and after 
the likeness of God; therefore his in-
heritance is all the ideas of Divine Mind. 
Ideas have in them all possibility and 
are the foundation and cause of all man-
ifestation of good. With this under-
standing, we easily comprehend the 
statement "All things whatsoever the 
Father hath are mine." All the ideas 
contained in the Father-Mind are at the 
mental command of His Son. Here man 
has dominion, power, and authority as 
soon as he becomes acquainted with the 
ideas and understands their purpose, 
character, and relation one to another. 
Divine Mind yearns to have its ideas ex-
pressed; the will of God is self-expres-
sion. It is to bring this knowledge to 
our comprehension that the whole of the 
visible .universe endures. Man's aim 
should be to get behind the symbol, the 
object as it appears in nature, into the 
realm where it exists as an idea; and 
from that realm he can draw perpetually 
without exhausting or depleting the 
source. 

Many of us do not appreciate the word 
idea. An idea is a live thing, a thing 
that will express itself in some way. In 
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oi-der to express divine ideas it is our 
part to study God-Mind, learn right re-
lation and the order of the realm that 
produces the manifest world. Divine 
ideas thrive only when ideas of self are 
put aside; when we are ready to ac-
knowledge God as all, the only presence 
and the only power, then God reveals 
to us His ideas of love, power, strength, 
life, substance, and so forth. 

The "kingdom of heaven" so often 
referred to by Jesus—the kingdom that 
He prayed might be brought into the 
earth—is the realm of Divine Mind, the 
order and harmony of God-Mind de-
scending into the mixed mortal thoughts 
of men and setting up right states of con-
sciousness and harmonious conditions. 
Through the development of the "king-
dom of God . . . within you" will be ful-
filled: the prayer, "Thy kingdom come. 
Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on 
earth." In order to express this king-
dom on the earth man must first com-
prehend and establish it in his conscious-
ness. He enters into conscious unity 
with Divine Mind through the realiza-
tion "I and the Father are one," or in 
other words, he eliminates from his hu-
man consciousness all thoughts that do 
not accord with the absolute good. This 
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elimination of untrue concepts and the 
establishment of true ideas within man, 
causes him naturally and without effort 
to come into right relations with his fel-
low man through his life, his words, his 
conduct. 

Jesus understood the realm of ideas 
or, as He termed it, "the kingdom of 
God . . . within you," and He drew upon 
it continually. It was from the inex-
haustible idea of substance that He in-
creased the loaves and the fishes, and fed 
the multitude. He had faith in this 
omnipresence of God, this all-providing 
essence that is in us all, through us all, 
and around us all: "in him we live, and 
move, and have our being." Jesus had 
made Himself one with this omnipresent 
substance through His faith, His love, 
and His devotion. He knew the one 
Presence and the one Power so complete-
ly that He was identified with substance; 
He had faith that His thought was one 
with the mind of God and could there-
fore materialize out of this substance 
that which was needed to increase the 
loaves and the fishes sufficiently to meet 
the need of those who hungered. It was 
an opportunity for Him to help His fel-
low men and also to glorify God by put-
ting into operation the spiritual law 
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with which He had made Himself so 
familiar. His recognition, faith, and 
love acted as a magnet that drew to-
gether and brought into manifestation 
what was needed at the time. As Jesus 
had familiarized Himself with the idea 
of substance, so also had He become ac-
quainted with the life idea. He under-
stood what it is to live abundantly, to 
have abundant life, life without begin-
ning and without end. Because of this 
consciousness He could make use of the 
life idea in healing the sick and raising 
the dead, and His familiarity with this 
idea enabled Him to overcome death in 
His own organism. He knew that 
a divine idea never passes away, 
that life is always present in all its 
purity, and that what man needs is 
to become conscious of its spiritual pres-
ence and power. We may do the works 
that Jesus did by coming into the con-
sciousness of Divine Mind, Spirit, the 
Father within, which Jesus always rec-
ognized as the one who did the 
work, and bringing its ideas into 
expression. Mind has ideas and ideas 
have expression. These steps in men-
tal bringing forth should be well 
fixed in the understanding; for all 
manifestation is the outer expression of 
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ideas held in mind. In order to do the 
"greater works" which Jesus said that 
man should do, man must make contact 
with the inspiration and the power that 
enabled our elder brother to express the 
God-Mind perfectly. For a musician to 
express his music he needs three things: 
The idea that he is seeking to expi*ess; 
the ability or power to perform; and 
the instrument on which to make audi-
ble the music that is in his mind. If man 
would play the harmonies of heaven he 
must first establish contact with the idea 
in God-Mind before he can express it, 
for God-Mind is the source or origin of 
all true ideas, and he must hold to this 
divine idea through all difficulties. Next, 
he must have faith that the idea can be 
manifested through him, that he is a 
vehicle for divine grace; otherwise he 
will not be able to perform. Thirdly, 
his body, which is the instrument 
through which he expresses thoughts 
in the lower realms of consciousness, 
the more outer forms of life, must be 
responsive to the keynote of love; else 
there will be discord. 

All that goes to make up the visible 
universe is held in the mind of Being 
as ideas of life, love, substance, and so 
forth. These ideas, like the tones in 
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music, may be combined in many ways 
and thus produce infinite variety in ex-
pression. There is a right combination 
that constitutes the divine order, the 
kingdom of heaven on earth. Jesus 
Christ admonished His hearers to "seek 
. . . first the kingdom of God, and his 
righteousness." We often use the quota-
tion "Seek first the kingdom," but do 
we not sometimes overlook the part of 
the quotation that has to do with the 
right use, or with knowing the law of 
the right relation, of all ideas? Our 
real power lies in knowing how to use 
these powers of mind. This right re-
lation of ideas and the science of right 
thought will form an important part of 
the subsequent lessons of this course. 

Jesus Christ said, according to the 
Authorized Version, "Wist ye not that I 
must be about my Father's business?" 
Man is in training to enable him to carry 
on the "Father's business." In the in-
dustrial or business world a boy must 
begin as a messenger, must engage in 
the work, and learn the business from 
the ground up; he must study and en-
gage in all phases of the work. So 
with man: he must know what God is, 
what the aim and purpose, or the will, 
of God is, and then he must seek to car-
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ry out the intention for which the busi-
ness is in operation. The best way to 
broaden one's concept and understand-
ing of God is to study Him from the 
standpoint of His attributes, or the ideas 
in Divine Mind. Study Him as life, 
power, love, substance—as everything 
that you can conceive of as belonging 
to His being and character. If you study 
Him as power, as the one supreme force 
of the universe, you will come to under-
stand what is meant by God omnipotent. 

Not only must you study the one Mind 
as the source of all ideas, but you must 
search deeply into it, that its ideas may 
be brought into expression in your con-
sciousness and into manifestation in 
your life. You must make conscious 
union with it. The point of contact is 
a willingness and a seeking on your part. 
"Seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it 
shall be opened unto you." 

The term "consciousness" covei's the 
whole field of self-knowledge. Conscious-
ness is immediate or direct knowledge 
or perception of the presence of an ob-
ject, state, or sensation. It is a state of 
self-knowledge, knowledge that you have 
built within yourself because of ideals, 
thoughts, feelings, and your carrying 
them out through your will. Most of it 
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relates to what you have experienced. 
The question may arise, "If we are the 
offspring of Divine Mind, why are we 
not naturally conscious of its presence 
and of our oneness with it?" The an-
swer is that we have used the privilege 
of our inheritance, the power to make 
ideas visible, and we have produced a 
realm that separates us in consciousness 
from the Father. Jesus illustrated this 
in the parable of the prodigal son. When 
we are tired of the ignorant and un-
profitable creations of the sense life, we 
have only to turn to the Father and find 
in Him the living ideas that satisfy, that 
make our creations like the Father's. 
One may be conscious of both Spirit and 
its manifestation, cause and effect, mind 
and body, the within and the without. 
The larger the sphere of consciousness, 
the greater the capacity for enjoyment 
of life and all that goes with it. 

Metaphysicians hold that the only 
true consciousness is our realization of 
that which is in harmony with Divine 
Mind, which is the only reality. The 
consciousness of matter and material 
things is transitory, and it will pass 
away from the whole race. That pass-
ing away is the end of the world. Jesus 
meant this when He said, "As therefore 
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the tares are gathered up and burned 
with fire; so shall it be in the end of the 
world." 

For Scriptural authority on realiza-
tion of divine consciousness, i-ead the 3d 
chapter of John. 

Jesus' mighty works were done in the 
consciousness of oneness with the Fa-
ther. "I and the Father are one" was 
His place of demonstration, and it must 
be ours. We are to follow Him, to keep 
His sayings, to do as He did, if we are 
to obtain the same results that He ob-
tained. We must definitely acknowledge 
our oneness writh God, and say with Je-
sus, "I and the Father are one." 

The return of the prodigal to the Fa-
ther's house occurs in the mind. Our 
thoughts must be turned to God in 
prayer, meditation, and affirmation. Our 
aspirations and our words will open the 
way to the quickening of Spirit, the 
quickening that is the only means by 
which a full knowledge of Divine Mind 
can be attained. The knowledge of God 
is received as a quickening spirit, and 
the whole man is awakened and trans-
formed by it. 

No one can impart Truth to another. 
It must be individually experienced, and 
it is experienced only as we become con-
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sciously one with it. When we make 
ourselves one with Divine Mind, its 
ideas become quickened, established, and 
incorporated in our consciousness, and 
we manifest the image and likeness of 
God, which we are. 

The truth is: (1) God is Principle, 
Law, Being, Mind, Spirit, Good, omni-
present, omniscient, omnipotent, Crea-
tor, Father, Cause, and Source of all 
that is. 

(2) He is individually formed in con-
sciousness in each one of us, and is 
known to us as "Father" when we rec-
ognize Him within as our creator, as 
our mind, as our life, as our very being. 

(3) Mind has ideas, ideas have ex-
pression, and all manifestation in our 
world is the result of the ideas that we 
are holding in mind and expressing. 

(4) To bring forth or manifest the 
harmony of Divine Mind, the kingdom 
of heaven, all our ideas must be one with 
the divine ideas and must be expressed 
in the divine order of the one Mind. 

QUESTIONS 
1. What is God? 
2. Is God a person? Explain fully. 
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S. What is God as principle? As law? 
4. What is meant by "God immanent 

in the universe"? 
5. Explain omniscience. 
6. Explain omnipresence. 
7. Explain omnipotence. 
8. How does God dwell in man? 
9. Explain God as the one Mind. 

10. What is meant by studying mind 
back of nature? 

11. Is man capable of understanding 
God? 

12. What is man's inheritance from 
God? 

13. How are divine ideas brought into 
manifestation? 

14. From what source did Jesus feed 
the multitude? 

15. What idea was back of Jesus' work 
in healing the sick and raising 
the dead? 

16. How shall we do the works that 
Jesus did? 

17. What and where is the kingdom 
of heaven? 

18. How does man enlarge his concept 
of God? 

19. Why are we not always conscious 
of our oneness with God? 

20. How are ŵ e awakened to the knowl-
edge of God? 
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